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The present invention is directed at a method and apparatus for handling resource transaction requests. By marking a waiting transaction request, having an access mode which is incompatible with the access mode of at least one of the executing
transactions, with an ignore bit, a subsequent transaction request with an access mode compatible with the access mode(s) of the executing transaction(s) may receive access to the resource. The subsequent transaction request is then marked with a bypass indicator such that when the executing transactions are finished accessing the resource, the waiting transaction request may be notified it may have access to the resource. By including the ignore bit, each subsequent transaction request which arrives after ignore bit has been set, does not suffer from starvation.
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR HANDLING RESOURCE TRANSACTION REQUESTS

ABSTRACT

The present invention is directed at a method and apparatus for handling resource transaction requests. By marking a waiting transaction request, having an access mode which is incompatible with the access mode of at least one of the executing transactions, with an ignore bit, a subsequent transaction request with an access mode compatible with the access mode(s) of the executing transaction(s) may receive access to the resource. The subsequent transaction request is then marked with a bypass indicator such that when the executing transactions are finished accessing the resource, the waiting transaction request may be notified it may have access to the resource. By including the ignore bit, each subsequent transaction request which arrives after ignore bit has been set, does not suffer from starvation.
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BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
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FIELD OF THE INVENTION

The present invention relates in general to resource manipulation and more specifically to a method and apparatus for handling resource transaction requests.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PRIOR ART

In the field of database technology, resources, generally in the form of a row within a table, are accessed to be written to or read from. In most cases, the resource is individually accessed by queued transactions which are arranged in a First-In-First-Out (FIFO) manner. At any time, the resource may be accessed by multiple transactions which have concurrently requested access to the resource provided the transactions have compatible access modes.

To maintain the integrity of the resource being accessed, as well as, to prevent other non-compatible transactions from accessing the resource, a locking protocol is maintained. Furthermore, any existing transaction requests have a requirement that new transaction requests should be aware that the existing transaction requests are currently stored in the database. All new transaction requests should be made aware that there are existing transaction requests. Moreover, the new transaction requests have to wait for the existing transaction requests to finish executing. Each of the transaction requests contains information corresponding to a lock request as along with other relevant information. Locking simply refers to the device associated with a transaction request having access to the resource. Therefore, when a transaction has a lock, it has been granted access to the resource. If a transaction request requests the lock but has an access mode (share, exclusive, etc..) that is not compatible with the access modes of the transactions holding the lock (executing transactions), it is forced to wait. In this case, the lock request is created for the transaction request and added to the end of a list of transactions (which includes those that have a hold on the lock and those waiting to be granted). The transaction request contains all the information pertaining to this
lock request.

When the transaction request that has been granted the lock (access to the resource) has executed, the transaction request releases its hold on the lock. The list of transactions is reassessed and the next transaction waiting in line may be granted the lock if its access mode is compatible with the other executing transactions. This reassessment continues down the list until an access mode which is not compatible with the executing transactions is found. If there is an transaction further down the list that is compatible with the access mode of the executing transactions, it will have to wait until the transactions before it have been granted the lock. As disclosed earlier, this causes the data transactions to be handled in a FIFO order.

It is important to maintain the FIFO order to prevent starvation. Starvation occurs when a transaction has to continuously wait for and is never granted the lock (access to the resource) since it allows other transactions with different access modes to pass it.

For example, if a row in a table is to be updated while there is a transaction reading from the row, the update may not take place until all the transaction requests currently accessing the resource have finished executing. To address this problem, presently, an instant lock request having an access mode, preferably a strong access mode, that conflicts with access modes of the executing transactions is sent. By using a strong access mode, the subsequent transaction request enters a converting state and the subsequent transaction request is granted the lock when all current transactions have released their lock on the resource. However, by using the strong access mode new scanners are prevented from reading from the table. This can cause major performance problems as no other work can be done on this table while waiting for the scanners to complete reading.

Therefore, it is an object of the present invention to obviate or mitigate the above disadvantages.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

In general terms, the present invention is directed at a method and apparatus for handling resource transaction requests. By marking a waiting transaction request, having an access mode which is incompatible with the access mode of the executing transaction(s), with an ignore bit, a transaction request with an access mode compatible with the access mode(s) of the executing
transaction(s) may receive a lock in order to access the resource. The transaction request is then marked with a bypass indicator such that when the executing transactions are finished accessing the resource, the waiting transaction request may be notified that it may have access to the resource. By including the ignore bit, each transaction request which arrives after ignore bit has been set, does not suffer from a long waiting time before being provided access to the resource.

In this manner, a transaction request does not have to wait until all of the previous transactions have accessed the resource before receiving the lock provided it has an access mode which is compatible with the access mode of executing transactions.

Moreover, transactions accessing the resource may be differentiated so that starvation does not occur for other waiting transaction requests.

FIFO ordering is maintained but special cases are handled differently on a case-by-case basis.

In one aspect of the present invention, there is provided a method of handling a lock request from a requesting transaction request for access to a resource executing at least one prior transaction request, comprising the steps of receiving the lock request from the requesting transaction request; determining if a conflict exists between an access mode of the requesting transaction request and an access mode of each of the executing transaction requests; if the conflict exists, determining if any prior transaction request has been refused and is currently waiting for access to the resource; if the any prior transaction request is not waiting, granting an ignore indicator to the requesting transaction request; wherein the ignore indicator allows a subsequent transaction request to be granted access to the resource if an access mode of the subsequent transaction request does not conflict with the access modes of each of the executing transaction requests.

In another aspect of the present invention, there is provided Apparatus for handling a lock request from a requesting transaction request for access to a resource executing at least one prior transaction request comprising a lock manager for receiving the lock request and for comparing an access mode of the requesting transaction request with access modes of each of the executing transaction requests; and a requestor for granting an ignore indicator to the requesting transaction request if a conflict exists and wherein no prior transaction request is waiting; wherein the ignore indicator allows a subsequent transaction request to be granted access to the resource if an access mode of the subsequent transaction request does not conflict with the access modes of each of the
executing transaction requests.

In yet another aspect, there is a provided in a database comprising a lock manager for receiving a lock request and for comparing an access mode of a requesting transaction request with access modes of executing transaction requests and a requestor for granting an ignore indicator to the requesting transaction request if a conflict exists and wherein no prior transaction request is waiting, a method for handling the lock request from the requesting transaction request for access to a resource executing at least one prior transaction request comprising the steps of receiving the lock request from the requesting transaction request; determining if the conflict exists between an access mode of the requesting transaction request and an access mode of each of the executing transaction requests; if the conflict exists, determining if any prior transaction request has been refused and is currently waiting for access to the resource; if the any prior transaction request is not waiting, granting the ignore indicator to the requesting transaction request; wherein the ignore indicator allows a subsequent transaction request to be granted access to the resource if an access mode of the subsequent transaction request does not conflict with the access modes of each of the executing transaction requests.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

These and other features of the preferred embodiments of the invention will become more apparent in the following detailed description in which reference is made to the appended drawings wherein:

Figure 1 is a schematic diagram of devices accessing a resource;
Figure 2 is a first example of a schematic diagram of transaction requests;
Figure 3 is a flowchart showing the steps to handle transaction request;
Figure 4 is a flowchart showing the steps to remove a transaction request; and
Figure 5 is a second example of a schematic diagram of transaction requests.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

Turning to Figure 1, devices 2, such as processor or scanners seen as transaction requests to a lock manager 14 associated with a resource 10 which they wish to access. It will be understood
that a transaction request may include a lock request. The transaction requests are stored in list 4 to keep track of all the transaction requests which the lock manager 14 has received. Although only three devices are shown, it will be understood that any number of devices may send a transaction request to the lock manager 14. A requestor 16 also exists which sets an overall ignore indicator, such as an overall ignore bit, as well as individual ignore indicators, such as an ignore indicator bits.

Turning to Figure 2, the resource 10 generally has several existing or prior transaction requests 12. All of the existing transaction requests 12 are stored in the list 4 in order to monitor access of devices to the resource 10. It will be understood that the resource 10 is preferably a row of information within a table. The transaction requests 12 request access to the resource in order for their associated devices to perform certain instructions such as updates, reads or writes on the resource. As shown in Figure 2, the resource 10 presently has four existing transaction requests 12. Any new, or requesting, transaction requests 13 are forwarded to and monitored by the lock manager 14 to determine if the requests 13 are compatible with existing, such as executing or waiting, transaction requests. Each of the requests 12 and 13 have a number of settable parameters including a lock status, an access mode, an ignore bit indicator and a bypass indicator. The lock status indicates whether or not the transaction request presently has access to the resource. Each transaction request may have either a “Have Lock” lock status (access to the resource) or a “Waiting” lock state (waiting for access to the resource). The boxes beside each of the existing transaction requests indicate the lock status of the transaction requests along with any other relevant information. The access mode (AM) of the transaction request refers to the nature of the transaction or the manner in which the device associated with the transaction request accesses the resource 10. In some cases, the transaction request may require sole access (AM equals Exclusive) to the resource and sometimes the transaction request may access the resource while other transaction requests are accessing the resource (AM equals Share). It will be understood that there are other access modes which are combinations of the Share and Exclusive access modes whereby access to the resource 10 may be possible for some other transaction request but restricted to some. Therefore, transactions with similar access modes may be executed in a parallel manner. Transactions such as updating the resource 10, are required to be executed serially.

The ignore bit indicator is set when the access mode of the first new transaction request is
not compatible with the access modes of executing transaction requests. The ignore bit indicator is set to indicate that although there exists a waiting transaction request (the first new transaction request), a subsequent transaction request with a compatible access mode to executing transactions may bypass the waiting transaction request to access the resource. In order to keep track of which transaction requests arrive after the ignore bit indicator has been set, a flag, such as the bypass indicator, is set on all transaction requests which arrive after the ignore bit indicator has been set. It will be understood that other information may be associated with the transaction requests but since they are not necessary for consideration of the present embodiment, they are not listed. Furthermore, since the type of transaction request does not affect the overall operation, each of the transaction requests are simply denoted with the letter T.

In order for the transaction requests to be fulfilled, the transaction requests are granted a lock status of “Have Lock” from the lock manager 14. The lock manager 14 is also used to set the bypass indicators, where necessary. The requestor 16 sets the ignore bit indicator, where necessary, and an overall ignore bit.

In the present example request, T1 has an AM of Share1 and has been granted a lock status of Have Lock while T2 has an AM of Share2 and a lock status of Have Lock. T3 has an AM of Share1 and a lock status of Have Lock and T4 has an access mode of Exclusive and a lock status of Waiting. These are arbitrarily set for this example only. It will be understood that there are many different types of access modes and the ones selected are directed at more clearly defining the type of access mode. Furthermore, the ignore bit indicator for T4 has been set along with the overall ignore bit by the requestor 16 which signifies that any new transaction requests 13 which arrive after T4 and only has an access mode conflict with T4 may be granted the Have Lock lock status prior to the execution of T4. This will be explained in more detail below.

Therefore, when a new, or requesting, transaction request 13, such as T5, with an AM of Share1, arrives and requests a lock status of Have Lock to access the resource 10, the lock manager 14 must compare the access mode of T5 with the access modes of the existing transaction requests 12. This is more fully described below. A second new transaction request T6 is also shown with an AM of ExclusivelyShare1. For this example, this AM simply provides that T6 has an exclusive aspect to its transaction but may be operable in parallel with some other transactions provided the
access modes of the other transactions are compatible. As discussed above, there are many variations on the AM of transaction requests.

As may be seen from Figure 3, a new, or requesting, transaction request 13 for access to the resource 10 (a request to receive a lock status of Have Lock) from a device 2 is sent to and received by the lock manager 14 (step 100). After the new transaction request 13 has been received by the lock manager 14, a check is performed to verify whether or not the overall ignore bit has been set (step 102). If the overall ignore bit is set, the lock manager 14 then sets a bypass indicator bit for the requesting transaction request (step 104) to signify that the requesting transaction request arrived after the overall ignore bit had been set. The lock manager 14 then checks to see if there are any existing, including executing (lock status equals Have Lock) and waiting (lock status equals waiting), transaction requests for the resource 10 (step 106).

If the overall ignore bit has not been set, the lock manager 14 simply proceeds to check if there are any existing transaction requests for the resource 10 (step 106).

If there are no existing transaction requests for the resource, the lock status of the requesting transaction request 13 is set to Have Lock (step 108) and the device 2 associated with the requesting transaction request 13 may access the resource 10 (step 110). On the other hand, if there is at least one existing transaction request 12, further checks are performed in order for the lock manager 14 to assign a lock status for the requesting transaction request 13.

The list 4 of existing transaction request 12, along with their access modes, corresponding to the resource 10, is stored in a database for comparison with the requesting transaction request 13. The existing transaction requests 12 are processed in order from top to bottom so that a check against each existing transaction request 12 is performed only once for each requesting transaction request 13. Therefore, the first existing transaction request is selected from the list (step 112).

After an existing transaction request is selected, a check is performed to see whether or not there is an access mode conflict between the requesting transaction request 13 and the existing transaction request 12 (step 114). A conflict arises when the access modes of the two transaction requests are not compatible. If there is no access mode conflict, the lock manager 14 proceeds to check if there are any more existing transaction requests 12 in the list for the resource 10 against which the requesting transaction request 13 has to be checked (step 106). As will be understood, this
information is retrievable from the list. If there are any more existing transaction requests, the next existing transaction request is selected (step 112) and a similar check performed. This continues until there are no further existing transaction requests in the list 4. If there are no other existing transaction requests, the requesting transaction request is granted a lock status of Have Lock (step 108).

On the other hand, if there is an access mode conflict between the requesting transaction request 13 and the selected existing transaction request 12, further checks are performed. A check is then performed to see if the requesting transaction request 13 requires sole access to the resource 10 (such as an access mode of Exclusive) (step 116). This means that the requesting transaction request is unable to access the resource until all of the existing waiting transaction requests finish accessing the resource 10. Therefore, if the requesting transaction request 13 is of this type, the lock manager 14 checks to see if the bypass indicator for the requesting transaction request 13 has been set (step 117). If the bypass indicator is not set, the requestor 16 grants an ignore bit indicator to the requesting transaction request and sets the overall ignore bit (step 118) so that any subsequent requesting transaction requests are set with the bypass indicator. The lock status of the requesting transaction request 13 is then set to Waiting (step 120). If the bypass indicator has previously been set, the lock status of the requesting transaction request is simply set to Waiting (step 120). The requesting transaction request 13 then waits until its lock status is changed to Have Lock before accessing the resource 10 as will be explained more fully with reference to Figure 3 below.

On the other hand, if the requesting transaction request 13 is not of the type which requires sole access to the resource 10, a check is performed to see if the selected existing transaction request 12 is of the type which requires sole access to the resource 10 (step 122). If the existing transaction request is of this type, the lock manager 14 checks if there are any more existing transaction requests 12 (step 106). If there are no other existing transaction requests 12, the requesting transaction request 13 is granted a lock status of Have Lock (step 108). If there is at least one more existing transaction requests, the existing transaction request is selected (step 112) and similar checks are performed.

However, if the existing transaction request 12 is not of the exclusive type, a check is performed to see if the bypass indicator of the requesting transaction request is set (step 124). If the
bit is set, the lock manager 14 returns to check if there are any more existing transaction requests in the list 4 (step 106). If the bypass indicator is not set, then the lock status of the requesting transaction request 13 is simply set to Waiting (step 120). Therefore, when the requesting transaction request 13 is checked against the list 4 of existing transaction request, it will either be granted a lock status of Have Lock or Waiting.

Turning to Figure 4, a flowchart outlining an embodiment of how lock statuses of existing transaction requests 12 are updated once a device 2 has finished accessing the resource 10. Firstly, a remove request is received from the device 2 associate with the transaction request which has just finished accessing the resource 10 (step 200). The lock manager 14 then establishes whether or not there are any existing transaction requests 12 with a lock status of Waiting in the list (step 202). If not, the lock manager 14 exits (step 204) and simply waits for another transaction request to request a lock for the resource 10. If there is a transaction request, the lock manager 14 selects the first existing transaction request with a lock status of Waiting from the list 4 (step 206).

The lock manager 14 then checks the list to see if there are any existing transaction requests 12 with the lock status of Have Lock (step 208). If there are none, then the lock status of the selected existing transaction request 12 is changed from Waiting to Have Lock and all the bits (overall ignore bit, bypass indicator and ignore bit indicator) for all of the transaction request are cleared (step 210). The lock manager 14 then returns to the list 4 to see if there are any more existing transaction requests 12 with a lock status of Waiting (step 202). It will be understood that two existing transaction requests with lock statuses of Waiting will not need to be compared because the second waiting transaction request may not access the resource until the first waiting transaction request receives access to the resource 10. When this occurs, the access mode of the second waiting transaction request will be compared with the access mode of the newest executing transaction request. This will be more fully described below.

If there is an existing transaction request with a lock status of Have Lock, a subsequent check is performed to see if the selected Waiting transaction request has an access mode conflict with the selected transaction request with the lock status of Have Lock (step 212). If not, the lock manager 14 returns to the list to see if there are any more existing transaction requests with a lock status of Have Lock which have not been compared with the selected existing waiting transaction request.
(step 208). If there is a conflict, a check is performed to verify whether or not the selected existing transaction request with the lock status of Waiting has its ignore bit indicator set (step 214). If the ignore bit indicator is not set, a check is performed to see if the overall ignore bit is set (step 215). If this bit is not set, the requestor 16 sets the ignore bit indicator of the existing transaction request with the lock status of Waiting along with the overall ignore bit (step 216). If the overall ignore bit is set, the lock status of the selected existing transaction request with the lock status of Waiting remains the same (step 217) and the lock manager 14 goes back to the list 4 to see if there are any more existing transaction requests with the lock status of Waiting which have yet to be checked (step 202).

However, if the ignore bit indicator in the existing waiting transaction request is set, a check is performed to see if the selected existing transaction request with the lock status of Have Lock has had its bypass indicator set (step 218). If not, the lock status of the selected existing transaction request with the lock status of Waiting stays the same (step 220) and the lock manager 14 goes back to the list 4 to see if there are any more existing transaction requests with the lock status of Waiting which have yet to be checked (step 202).

However, if the bypass indicator has been set, the lock manager 14 returns to the list to verify whether or not there are other existing transaction requests with the lock status of Have Lock which are required to be checked against the selected existing transaction request with the lock status of Waiting. This continues until the existing transaction request with the lock status of Waiting has been compared with all of the existing transaction requests with the lock status of Have Lock. After this, the existing transaction request with the lock status of Waiting will either have its lock status changed to Have Lock or retains the same lock status of Waiting.

A more detailed example is now provided with respect to Figure 2. As described above, T1, T2 and T3 have been granted a lock status of Have Lock while T4 has been granted a lock status of Waiting by the lock manager 14. T4 has also been granted the ignore indicator bit by the requestor 16. Subsequently, an overall ignore bit is set by the requestor 16 so that new transaction requests which arrive after the ignore bit indicator has been set are notified of the presence of the ignore indicator bit.

Therefore, when a new, or requesting, transaction request (T5) arrives and requests a lock
status of Have Lock in order to be granted access to the resource 10, the lock manager 14 compares the access mode of T5 with the access modes of the existing transaction requests 12. It is assumed that the AM of T5 is Share1 which is compatible with the access modes of T1, T2 and T3.

Therefore, after receiving the lock request (step 100), the lock manager 14 checks to see if the overall ignore bit is set (step 102). Since the overall ignore bit has been set, T5 is granted a bypass indicator from the lock manager 14. A check is then performed to see if there are any existing transaction requests 12 on the list 4 which have not been checked against T5 (step 106). Since the requesting transaction request T5 has just arrived, a check is performed with the first existing transaction request T1. After selecting T1 (step 112), the access modes of the T5 and T1 are compared (step 114). Since they are compatible (both AM = Share1), the lock manager 14 checks the list again to see if there are any further existing transaction requests 12 (step 106). Since T2 has not been compared with the requesting transaction request T5, T2 is selected (step 112) and a comparison of their access modes is performed (step 114). Since their access modes are compatible (both access modes are of the Share type), the lock manager 14 then checks the list again for any other unchecked existing transaction requests (step 106). T3 is then selected (step 112) and the access modes of T3 and T5 compared (step 114). Since the access modes are the same (AM = Share1), the lock manager 14 returns to check the list 4 for more existing transaction requests (step 106). T4 is then selected (step 112) and the access mode of the existing transaction request T4 is then checked against the access mode of the requesting transaction request T5 (step 114). Since there exists a conflict between the two access modes, a check is performed to see if T5 is of the type which requires sole, or exclusive, access to the resource (step 116). Since T5 does not require sole access (AM = Share1), a check is performed to see if the existing transaction request T4 is of the type which requires sole access to the resource (step 122). Since T4 is of this type (AM = Exclusive), the lock manager 14 notes this and returns to see if there are any more unchecked existing transaction requests 12. Since there are no more existing transaction requests to be checked against, the lock status of the requesting transaction request T5 is set to Have Lock by the lock manager 14 and the device 2 associated with T5 is granted access the resource 10.

It will be understood that although the transactions corresponding to the transaction request may complete during the comparison stage, for explanation purposes, it is assumed that none of the
existing transaction requests 12 finish executing during the comparison process.

If another new or requesting transaction request T6 (with an access mode of ExclusivelyShare1 that conflicts with T2 and T4) arrives and request the lock from the lock manager, the same process as previously disclosed is repeated. After receiving the lock request (step 100), the check to verify that the overall ignore bit is set is performed (step 102). After setting the bypass indicator for T6 (step 104), the lock manager 14 checks the list 4 for existing transaction requests (step 106) and selects T1 for comparison with T6 (step 112). Since the access modes do not conflict (step 114), the lock manager 14 goes back to the list and checks for further existing transaction request to be compared with T6 (step 106). After selecting T2 (step 112), the access modes are compared (step 114) and since the two access modes are not compatible, a check is performed to see if the requesting transaction request T6 is of the type which requires sole access to the resource. Since T6 is of the type that requires sole access to the resource (AM = ExclusivelyShare1), a check is performed to see whether or not its bypass indicator is set (step 117). Since the bypass indicator is set, the lock status of the requesting transaction request T6, is set to Waiting (step 120) and the transactions request T6 waits until its lock status is changed to Have Lock.

Figure 4 shows the list 4 associated with the resource 10 at a later stage. It will be assumed that the devices 2 associated with T1 and T2 have finished accessing the resource and have already been removed. T3 has just finished accessing the resource while T5 is presently accessing the resource (lock status equals Have Lock). T4 and T6 both have lock statuses of Waiting.

Since T3 has finished accessing the resource, a remove request is received by the lock manager 14 from the device 2 associated with T3 (step 200). A check is then performed to see if there are any existing transaction requests with a lock status of Waiting in the list (step 202). Since T4 is the first one in the list, it is selected (step 206). A check is then performed to see if there are any existing transaction requests with a lock status of Have Lock (step 208). Since T5 has a lock status of Have Lock, its access mode is compared against the access mode of T4 to see if they are compatible (step 212). Since a conflict exists, a check is performed to see if the ignore indicator bit of T4 has been set (step 214). Since it has, a check is performed to see if the bypass indicator bit for T5 has been set (step 218). After verifying that the bypass indicator bit has been set, a check is performed to verify whether or not there are other existing transaction requests with lock status of
Have Lock to be checked. Since T5 is the only existing transaction request with this lock status, the lock status of T4 is changed from Waiting to Have Lock and all the bits associated with T4, T5 and T6, along with the overall ignore bit, are cleared (step 210). After T5 has finished accessing the resource, T4 may access the resource 10. The lock manager 14 then searches the list to check if there are any more existing transaction requests with the lock status of Waiting (step 202). T6 is then selected (step 206) and a check is performed to see if there are any existing transaction requests with a lock status of Have Lock (step 208). Since T4 has just been granted the lock status of Have Lock, it is selected, and a comparison of the access mode of T4 and T6 is performed (step 212). Since the access modes conflict, a check is performed to see if T6 has its ignore bit indicator set (step 214). Since it does not, a check is performed to see if the overall ignore bit indicator is set (step 215). Since it was previously cleared at step 210, the requestor 16 sets the ignore bit indicator for T6 along with the overall ignore bit (step 216). The lock manager 14 then checks if any more existing transaction requests with a lock status of Waiting are on the list. Since there are no more, the lock manager 14 exits the list (step 204) and simply awaits the next transaction request (Figure 2) or remove request (Figure 3).

In other embodiments, there is provided a computer program product for use in a computer system operatively coupled to a computer readable memory, the computer program product including a computer-readable data storage medium tangibly embodying computer readable code comprising instructions for directing said computer system to implement apparatus and/or methods discussed above.

Although the invention has been described with reference to certain specific embodiments, various modifications thereof will be apparent to those skilled in the art without departing from the spirit and scope of the invention as outlined in the claims appended hereto.
The embodiments of the invention in which an exclusive property or privilege is claimed are defined as follows:

1. A method of handling a lock request from a requesting transaction request for access to a resource executing at least one prior transaction request, comprising the steps of:
   receiving said lock request from said requesting transaction request;
   determining if a conflict exists between an access mode of said requesting transaction request and an access mode of each of said executing transaction requests;
   if said conflict exists, determining if any prior transaction request has been refused and is currently waiting for access to said resource;
   if said any prior transaction request is not waiting, granting an ignore indicator to said requesting transaction request;
   wherein said ignore indicator allows a subsequent transaction request to be granted access to said resource if an access mode of said subsequent transaction request does not conflict with said access modes of each of said executing transaction requests.

2. The method of Claim 1 further comprising the step of:
   setting an overall ignore bit, if said ignore indicator is granted to said requesting transaction request.

3. The method of Claim 1 further comprising the step of:
   if said any prior transaction request is waiting, setting a lock status of said requesting transaction request to waiting; and
   granting a bypass indicator to said requesting transaction request.

4. The method of Claim 1 further comprising a step of granting a bypass indicator to each of said subsequent transaction requests.

5. The method of Claim 4, further comprising the step of:
monitoring said executing transaction requests to determine when each of said executing transaction requests has been granted said bypass indicator; and granting access to said resource for said requesting transaction request.

6. The method of Claim 5 further comprising the step of clearing each of said bypass indicators and said ignore indicator.

7. Apparatus for handling a lock request from a requesting transaction request for access to a resource executing at least one prior transaction request comprising:
   a lock manager for receiving said lock request and for comparing an access mode of said requesting transaction request with access modes of each of said executing transaction requests; and
   a requestor for granting an ignore indicator to said requesting transaction request if a conflict exists and wherein no prior transaction request is waiting; wherein said ignore indicator allows a subsequent transaction request to be granted access to said resource if an access mode of said subsequent transaction request does not conflict with said access modes of each of said executing transaction requests.

8. The apparatus of Claim 7 wherein said requestor also sets an overall ignore indicator, if said ignore indicator is granted.

9. The apparatus of Claim 8 wherein said lock manager grants a bypass indicator to each of said subsequent transaction requests.

10. The apparatus of Claim 9 such that when each of said executing transaction requests are granted said bypass indicator, said lock manager grants access to said resource for said requesting transaction request.

11. In a database comprising a lock manager for receiving a lock request and for comparing an
access mode of a requesting transaction request with access modes of executing transaction requests and a requestor for granting an ignore indicator to said requesting transaction request if a conflict exists and wherein no prior transaction request is waiting, a method for handling said lock request from said requesting transaction request for access to a resource executing at least one prior transaction request comprising the steps of:

- receiving said lock request from said requesting transaction request;
- determining if said conflict exists between an access mode of said requesting transaction request and an access mode of each of said executing transaction requests;
- if said conflict exists, determining if any prior transaction request has been refused and is currently waiting for access to said resource;
- if said any prior transaction request is not waiting, granting said ignore indicator to said requesting transaction request;
- wherein said ignore indicator allows a subsequent transaction request to be granted access to said resource if an access mode of said subsequent transaction request does not conflict with said access modes of each of said executing transaction requests.

12. A computer program product for use in a computer system operatively coupled to a computer readable memory, the computer program product including a computer-readable data storage medium tangibly embodying computer readable code comprising instructions for directing said computer system to implement the method of any of Claims 1 to 6.

13. A computer program product for use in a computer system operatively coupled to a computer readable memory, the computer program product including a computer-readable data storage medium tangibly embodying computer readable code comprising instructions for directing said computer system to implement the apparatus of Claims 7 to 10.
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